
I would like to bring in the following charges against all the US nationals and their 
associates ever involved in this crime and conspiracy  against my life, living and livelihood ,
health , family , reputation , (inc. privacy and dignity )
MY PETITION
Respected Sir,

I would like to draw your kind attention to some extreme and horrendous
criminality being conducted with the involvement of several groups or international
rackets who claims their association with some filthy Non-resident Indians, their
diabolically cunning associates and gangsters from US , UK and India and the complicity, if not 
participation, of many other agencies/ Govt officers. 

I am a victim of extreme torture and abuse using Hi-Tech Weapon  (Bio-Weapons/Neuro-
Weapon) technology for the last 19 years which has destroyed my life almost and I'm going 
through a pathetically abnormal and painful life, full of pain, agony, anguish and suffering.. To 
hear my story would be terrifying and bewildering to an audience unaware of the specifics of 
these crimes but these are all true facts. It's like criminal break-in to my brain-body and mind for 
a degenerative and destructive slow-kill effort , that' inhuman, cruel and degrading to say the 
least. 

The criminal use of these on me are causing the following effects :
--Complex control(attack/assault/torture and battery) of my brain & nerves with electromagnetic 
weapons.
--Draconian violation of Privacy for an organized crime and conspiracy against my life and 
rights  . This is like living life inside a murder and a terror ( technological terrorism  with 
harmful and criminal waves rays and radiations) .
--Severe torture and damage of brain, nerves and other internal   parts through extremely
harmful psycho-electronic weapons and poisonous chemical and heat radiation.
--Severest psychological/physiological/emotional  torture and trauma through remote 
manipulation of brain, body and mind.
--Criminal Intimidation and threatening through Weapon-based  V2K Torture/Crime 
Technology
--Painful and abnormal consciousness and  spiritual manipulations and murder .

and many others the effects of which are very dangerous and damaging. I'm crying
out in despair and desperately looking for help. 

There is massive ignorance and secrecy regarding this, and victims such as me
are being subjected to uncontrolled and unacknowledged torture and mental and
physical destruction. This has remained completely unreported and undiscussed
publicly. There are many others, all over the world, who are being subjected to
similar torture and abuse. 

As proof of evidence of such kind of technology and it's effect in the world , please take a look at
the following site links :-



http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/4469e7_ab96c4ac03834dac8dd705088f04f160.pdf

http://www.electronictorture.com

https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=organized%20stalking

http://mind-control-torture.blogspot.in/p/blog-page_3.html

http://mind-control-torture.blogspot.in/p/blog-page_9392.html

https://stop007.org/home/about/

http://stopeg.com

https://targetedindividualscanada.com/

https://sites.google.com/site/targetedindividuals101/home/v2k 

My freedom rights , life and liberty rights, health and family rights, security and  privacy rights 
and right to equality and protection are taken away and I am getting brutally exploited and 
tortured to death.  It's like a criminal slavery to me with conspiracy against rights and criminal 
deprivation and denial of  my due life and rights for the last 19 years that is forcible taking away 
my life, living, earning, career , family and health, wealth & reputation mercilessly .  

Please treat this as an emergency Sir, as I'm in great danger, waiting for a dangerous and 
bleak future, getting invalidated and incapacitated slowly, I am completely broke, 
bankrupt , penniless and virtually on the road  with my ill ,ailing and aged mother 
attempting suicides for our helpless and distressful condition in here in this world .  

My legal notice, an International committee notice  , My sworn-in Torture Case Testimonial and 
notarized affidavit of truth are given in the following links  in this regard  ( as case evidence and 
in this regard ).

1. My Legal Notice Against all offenders (i.e those who are trying to cross  my life and 
rights ) :- 
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/4469e7_1b8cdde793cc490bac183290fbbefd0e.pdf

2. International Notice against such kind of Torture :-
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/4469e7_e0a06269aac940f98de784979aa4ba6c.pdf

3. My Sworn-In Testimonial :- 
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/4469e7_46744c7f58064aa7af9c0e56f48fbb6f.pdf

http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/4469e7_ab96c4ac03834dac8dd705088f04f160.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/4469e7_46744c7f58064aa7af9c0e56f48fbb6f.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/4469e7_e0a06269aac940f98de784979aa4ba6c.pdf
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/4469e7_1b8cdde793cc490bac183290fbbefd0e.pdf
https://sites.google.com/site/targetedindividuals101/home/v2k
https://targetedindividualscanada.com/
http://stopeg.com/
https://stop007.org/home/about/
http://mind-control-torture.blogspot.in/p/blog-page_9392.html
http://mind-control-torture.blogspot.in/p/blog-page_3.html
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=organized%20stalking
http://www.electronictorture.com/


4. My Notarized Affidavit Of Truth :- 
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/4469e7_10c4e4fe1005463eb2eb7dea51f0fbe8.docx?
dn=AFFIDAVIT%20OF%20TRUTH_Dev.docx

The main criminals of this conspiracy and crime are NRIs like Mr. Arghyo Ghosh and his 
company and associates ,Mr. James Anderson, Mr. Ashok Tripathy, Mrs Sreemoyee Gupta and 
her husband, Mr. Robert Bhattcharya , Mr. Theron, Mr. Theraja, Mr. Gorakhnath Mitra, Mr. 
Gora Mitra,Mr.Gnyanendra Mitra, Mr. Shantanu Mukherjee,  Mr. Sayantan ,  Mr.Arko Roy,

Mr. Theon, Mr. Theraja, Mr. Arkobrata Ghosh,Mrs. Jaya Roy, Mr. Pratap Roy etc. and locals 
like Mr. Pradipta Sarkar ansd his black police officers racket (with Mr. Surajit Purakayastha,Mrs.
Damayantee Sen, Mr. Rajeev Singh and  Mr. Sanjoy, Mukherjee in it ), and thugs like  Saikat 
Samantha and plenty of TMC cadres . Also involved  are my ex collegues and all like Mr. 
Subhra Bhattacharya  , Mr. Arun Dey , Mrs. Mousumi Das Choudhuri , Mr. Arunava Roy,Mr. 
Santanu Das, Mr. Chinmoy Samaddar,  and filmstars like Prosenjit, Aparna Sen ,Rachana 
Banerjee, Srilkeha Mitra and Sharukh Khan along with Mr. Sourav Ganguly , Mr. Satya Nadal, 
and Mr. Sundar Pichai . 

US President Mr. Donald Trump and his associates are also involved in here big time and are 
trying to murder and ruin my life. He, along with Mrs. Mamata Banerjee , Mr. Shraukh Khan , 
Mr. Narendra Modi and Mr. Ratan tata and their gang in West Bengal, Mumbai, Bihar and Delhi 
are trying to get me eliminated from this world and are getting false benefits agaisnt it  it from 
the Western World.

In this absurd condition, I seek for constitutional remedies under Amendment Act  4,5,6,13 and 
14  and would like  to remind the offenders of Bill Of Rights and Victim's Bill Of Rights  in this 
regard and would like to charge the US  and the associated parties as named above with criminal 
neglect of duty and criminal conspiracy against my life and rights that has resulted in huge loss 
and damage in my life for the last so many years. 

Your attention is urgently needed to halt these atrocities, protect me, and bring these extremist 
elements to justice. 

Regards,

Deb Chakraborty 
Apt #2F,
Kensington Garden Apartment
Fords,
New Jersey - 08863
USA

[My US Address from where I had to force-leave due to  this crime & conspiracy] :-

http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/4469e7_10c4e4fe1005463eb2eb7dea51f0fbe8.docx?dn=AFFIDAVIT%20OF%20TRUTH_Dev.docx
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/4469e7_10c4e4fe1005463eb2eb7dea51f0fbe8.docx?dn=AFFIDAVIT%20OF%20TRUTH_Dev.docx


My Current Address in India :- 

183, Ajayanagar Road,
3rd Floor,
Kolkata - 700075
West Bengal, India
9874948471(M)
maildevtoi@gmail.com
http://maildevto.wixsite.com/dchakrab 

 
N.B. : Some US & UK devils are terror funding the entire operation in vested interest . They are 
using their personal  influence and wealth to purchase Court Judges even to deny and deprive me
of a free and fare life in this world . and are also falsely giving benefits to other nation also, to 
make every world run as par his whims and frills .

It’s an world conspiracy and an act of ultimate deceit for the world , in vested profit interest. This
way they are trying to falsely fix-up the world to run this devilish “mind-control” racket 
operation that has destroyed millions of worthy lives in the world for the last 60 years .

 P.S. A copy of this appeal , is also being sent to US Supreme Court and India, High Court of 
Kolkata also, in this regard ..I PRAY FOR MY LIFE AND JUSTICE IN THIS WORLD .

My Charges Against The Offenders :- 
18 U.S.C. § 241. Conspiracy against rights, 
18 U.S.C. § 242. Deprivation of Rights under the color of law .
18 USC § 2340A. Criminal Tortures including Conspiracy to torture inside and outside of 
US, by US Nationals .

18 U.S.C. § 2261: US Code - 2261A: Criminal stalking  with intimidation, threatening , 
injure and kill 
18 U.S.C. § 373. Solicitation to commit a crime of violence,
18 USC 1117 -- Conspiracy to Murder and/or are currently doing so; 

18 USA 2332h – Anti-Radiation Device Law Charge (For using radiation damage 
equipments and accessories against an unprotected  human life  ).

18 U.S.C. § 1513. Retaliating against a witness, victim, or an informant,
18 U.S.C. § 2422. Coercion and enticement, or are currently doing so;
10 USC 921, Article 121 -- Larceny and wrongful appropriation or are currently doing so;
18 USC 213 -- Illegal Surreptitious entry or are currently doing so; 
Offenders have violated the Administrative Procedures Act, 5 U.S.C. §§ 701 et seq., or are 
currently doing so;
Offenders have violated the constitutional principle of separation of powers, or are 
currently doing so; 



Offenders have Tortured Plaintiff and the public electronically in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 
2422, or currently doing so; 

Offenders have committed 18 USC 35 -- Imparting or conveying false information or are 
currently doing so; 
And Conspiracy to interfere with the Civil Rights and Liberties , Legal rights , 
Constitutional rights and other Essential and Fundamental rights of an individual ( As 
defined in UDHR).

Also included are 

 Protection and pampering charges for the crime and the criminals 
 Aiding and abetting charges.
 Crime provocations and infuriation charges.
 Conspiracy and Devilism charges.
 Complicity , Participation , Provocation and  Bribing/Purchase charges for 

the crime  .
 False and Foul Play for false benefits at the expense of an individual 

Alleged Offenders have violated United Nations Convention against Torture and Other 
Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, (CAT Convention)

Offenders have Tortured Plaintiff and his family members with malicious intent to torture, 
privacy rights, brainwash, and enslave with severe psychological in-humane damages to one‘s 
spirit, and libel is actionable under Tort Claims of damages found under civil and criminal trials. 
This was done with the clear intent to inflict grievous bodily harm‘. This Complaint includes ‗
Civil Conspiracy, Assault and Battery, Stalking, (having me stalked me en masse on foot and in 
vehicles). Medical Battery, Medical Malpractice, Non Disclosure and Concealment, Actual 
Fraud and Deceit, Negligence, Organized Harassment, Respondent Superior, Destruction of and 
Tampering with Evidence, Witness Tampering, Wrongful Termination, Intentional Infliction of 
Mental Anguish and Duress, Obstruction of Justice, blanketing my dwelling and surroundings 
and attacking me with electromagnetic energy, Deprivation of Sleep (depriving me of sleep due 
to neurological intervention) and Other Forms of Direct Energy Weapon Torture in order to 
disrupt and stop my prosecution of lawsuit against Offenders to expose them, vandalizing my 
home and/or car and electronic equipment, tapping my phones and hacking my computer, 
blacklisting me in the labor market, workplace mobbing― ‖, bombarding my body with 
debilitating electronic and mind manipulation effects to impair and incapacitate Plaintiff so that 
Plaintiff’s demise looks like illness or disease rather than injury, and all other charges expressly 
alleged herein in the body of this complaint. Offenders have directly performed, or aided, 
abetted, counseled, commanded, induced, procured, encouraged, promoted, instigated, advised, 
willfully caused, participated in, enabled, contributed to, facilitated, directed, controlled, assisted 
in, or conspired in the commission of the above-described acts
Offenders have committed Battery against the Plaintiff in violation of Section 39 of the Criminal 
Justice Act 1988. Offenders have committed Medical Battery and Medical Malpractice against 



the Plaintiff as provided in 10 U.S.C. 1089(e), 28 U.S.C. 2680(h) and 28 U.S.C. 1346 (b) and 
this Gross Medical Negligence also amounts to a Negligent Tort. The existence of a legal duty ‗
on the part of the doctors to provide care or treatment to the patient (Plaintiff) existed and there 
was a breach of this duty by a failure of the treating doctor and medical professionals to 
deliberately breach and not adhere to the standards of the profession in order to meet the 
instructions of the Offenders, which the Offenders did facilitate. As such, a causal relationship 
between such breach of duty and injury to the patient occurred and the existence of damages that 
flow from those injuries are such that the legal system can provide redress. The defendant �s  
conduct goes beyond mere nondisclosure, and in fact constitutes active concealment, and liability
attaches. Stated otherwise, when active concealment is demonstrated, it has the same legal effect 
as „Fraudulent and Negligent Misrepresentation�  as Plaintiff filed separate FOIA Requests with 
all Offenders which the Offenders refused to comply with stating they had no such “records 
responsive to my request”, etc. Offenders engaged in this activity to prevent Plaintiff from 
proving Offenders are involved as this would lend credibility and evidence to the Plaintiffs 
allegations in his lawsuit. 
Offenders engaged in Actual Fraud and Deceit against the Plaintiff as prohibited by 11 USC 
Section 523 and 18 U.S.C. 1349. The plaintiff paid monetarily out of pocket expenses and 
through his medical insurance for the medical services and treatment he sought and the 
Offenders did everything in their considerable power to prevent Plaintiff from being able to get 
medical corroboration from doctors as to the injuries he suffered from the Defendant‘s attacks. 
Plaintiff is thus entitled to protection under federal law especially as this relates to the breach of 
confidential medical, legal, and forensic information at issue as this has independent economic 
value. The material misrepresentations and fraudulent conduct of the Offenders constitutes a 
breach of federal law and is actionable in federal court. The Offenders knowingly made false 
representations and acted with deliberate misconduct and malice mentioned in the body of this 
Complaint with intent to deceive or induce reliance, which the Plaintiff justifiably relied upon 
resulting in injury and damages. Offenders have committed Witness Tampering (18 U.S.C. 1512

Offenders have committed Obstruction by Violence (18 U.S.C. 1512(a)). Offenders have 
committed Auxiliary Offenses and Liability Obstruction by Intimidation, Threats, Persuasion, or 
Deception (18 U.S.C. 1512(b). Offenders have committed Obstruction by Destruction of 
Evidence (18 U.S.C. 1512(c)). Offenders have committed Obstruction by Harassment (18 U.S.C.
1512(d)) against the Plaintiff and are thus liable under federal law which is actionable before a 
federal court.
I am entitled to Civil Damages 18 U.S.C. § Rule 2520 in violations of his First, Third, Fifth, and 
Thirteenth Amendments; 18 U.S.C. § 2510, 18 U.S.C. § 2511, and 18 U.S.C. § 2512. 
I charge for an amount of 12 million dollars as compensation  relief and damage amount  
on account  of the followings: 

o Pain and Suffering
Cost for 19 years 

o Loss of Due Wages Charge. 

o Medical  loss and damages charge .



o Civil loss and damages charge.

o Punitive Loss and damage charge.

o Privacy loss and damage charge.

o IIED/PTSD cost (Intentionally inflicted emotional distress/damage) 
charge .

o Other psychological, physiological, emotional and financial loss and 
damages charge. 

Compensation asked for on all on due grounds such as loss of due life, living, 
livelihood, health, wealth , reputation , family , career and education/degree .

NB : Any false complaints in my name:-

No due association, rights  or complaints in my name gets to call my name in any wrong
terms in anywhere on earth . No due process of law also ever , can make me 
responsible in any terms .

I never have got any complaint intimation from anyone , and I never had any civil /public
incidence with anyone..

So, all invalid & rubbish, manufactured and fabricated , conspired and prepared stuffs to
fool the audience with false influence, manipulation, bribing , coercion , provocation & 
purchase ..

 


